
Learn about active  
and index investing

When you invest in mutual funds or exchange-traded funds (ETFs), your 

choices include actively managed funds, passively managed funds or a 

combination of the two approaches. 

There are benefits to combining the two approaches: Adding indexing to 

active-oriented portfolios can reduce costs and possibly temper risk. While 

a blended approach is likely to reduce performance peaks, it is also likely to 

reduce performance valleys, when investors are most at risk of exiting the 

market in unfavourable conditions.

Investor education

The active approach
Managers of actively managed funds try to outperform the 
market by choosing specific investments, either individual 
stocks or bonds, or market sectors such as finance, 
consumer goods or energy. An actively managed fund 
gives you the opportunity to earn higher-than-market 
returns; however, it also carries the risk of below-market 
returns. The talent of the fund’s manager and the cost of 
investment services are key in determining whether the 
manager can outperform the targeted index or market. 

When you’re selecting an active investment, consider  
the following questions:

•	 How	much	will	the	investment	cost?

•	 How	much	experience	does	the	manager	have?

•	 	Does	the	manager	have	a	straightforward	investment	
philosophy, and does he or she consistently follow that 
philosophy?

•	 	Has	the	manager	outperformed	his	or	her	benchmark	
over	the	long	term?

This material is provided for educational purposes only and is not an invitation to the public to invest. Your financial advisor  
or discount broker can help you with your ETF investing needs. 



Equities
Active stock fund managers use several techniques to  
try to beat the market, including: 

•	 	Studying	broad	market	trends	to	predict	which	
geographic or industry sectors will prosper (the  
top-down approach).

•	 	Analyzing	individual	companies,	looking	for	strong	
performance or potential that’s not reflected in the 
current share price (the bottom-up approach).

•	 	Using	a	capitalization	approach	distinguished	by	the	 
size	of	the	target	investment:	small-,	mid-	or	large-
capitalization	companies.

•	 	Buying	companies	whose	shares	sell	for	less	than	their	
net asset value or whose earnings potential may have 
been underestimated.

•	 	Looking	for	companies	with	exceptional	long-term	
growth potential.

Bonds
Like stock-fund managers, managers of bond funds must 
sift through the market to find the companies that offer the 
best	odds	of	delivering	positive	returns.	However,	active	
bond managers must also consider other factors, such  
as changes in interest rates.

Bond	prices	and	interest	rates	move	in	opposite	directions—
as rates rise, bond prices fall, and vice versa. The prices of 
shorter-term bonds are usually less sensitive to interest 
rate changes than those of longer-term bonds. A fund 
manager who expects interest rates to rise may buy 
shorter-term bonds within the fund’s stated maturity range. 
A manager who expects interest rates to drop may buy 
longer-term bonds.

The passive approach
Managers of an index or passive approach believe it’s 
difficult to out-think the market because markets are highly 
efficient—at	any	moment,	prices	reflect	what	is	known	
about each security. Indexers have a simple, precise 
objective: To match the characteristics of the holdings  
(and therefore performance) of a specific index, rather  
than try to beat it.

Most mutual funds in Canada are actively managed funds, 
which try to outperform the market. Index funds and most 
ETFs are passively managed investments. They seek to 

invest in all or a representative sample of the securities of 
the indexes they track. Passive and active strategies differ 
in several ways.

Costs
Costs are a differentiator for active and passive strategies. 
Investment costs can include commissions, management 
fees, bid-ask spreads, administrative costs and, where 
applicable, taxes. Many of these costs are significantly 
lower or nonexistent for passive funds, due to their lower 
transaction activity.

Risk
Indexing spreads risk widely, avoiding the losses that can 
follow a dramatic decline in any one specific company or 
industry sector. Although it spreads the risk, indexing 
doesn’t eliminate risk. The passive approach can’t protect 
against broad market declines because it follows the 
market or sector as a whole.

Strategy
Like the active management approaches, index funds and 
ETFs	can	define	a	target	market	using	capitalization	(small-,	
mid- or large-cap), style (growth or value), or region 
(Canada,	the	United	States,	Europe,	emerging	markets).	
The difference is that the index fund or ETF manager is 
passively	investing—not	actively	overweighting	or	
underweighting stocks and sectors, but mirroring the 
market weighting, as defined by the appropriate index.

For example, an investor who wants to own large-cap 
Canadian stocks might invest in an index fund that seeks 
to	track	the	MSCI	Canada	Index;	an	investor	who	wants	to	
own the Canadian bond market could choose a fund that 
seeks	to	track	the	Barclays	Global	Aggregate	Canadian	
Bond	Index.1 

Tracking
Tracking is key to indexing. An indexer’s goal is to provide 
the index return with as little deviation, or tracking error,  
as possible. Fund providers use two primary methods to 
track indexes:

•	 	Replication:	A	fund	holds	every	security	in	its	target	
index in the same proportion as the index. For example, 
if a company’s stock makes up 1% of the value of the 
MSCI	Canada	Index,	the	manager	of	an	MSCI	Canada	
Index fund or ETF would invest 1% of fund assets in  
that stock.

1  For illustration purposes only. Vanguard Investments Canada Inc. makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing in third-party products that use the Barclays Global Aggregate 
Canadian Bond Index or the MSCI Canada Index.
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•	 	Sampling:	Managers	select	a	representative	sample	of	
securities from the target index that resembles the index 
in terms of key risk factors and other characteristics. 
Managers of stock index funds use sampling when the 
target index is so large that buying all of the stocks in 
the index is too expensive and inefficient. Managers of 
bond index funds typically use sampling because some 
bonds are not traded often enough to be obtained at a 
fair price.

Comparing costs
Costs affect fund performance. In fact, the 
underperformance of an actively managed fund relative to 
its benchmark can often be the result of higher costs, 
rather than of a manager’s inability to pick strong-
performing stocks. Figure 1 illustrates how higher expense 
ratios make it difficult for active investments to achieve 
higher returns. 

Putting it all together
One of the most common ways to build a portfolio is to 
combine the active approach with passively managed 
investments. As Figure 2 illustrates, an investor might 
consider supplementing the broadly diversified stock and 
bond index investments at a portfolio’s core with actively 
managed funds to create an appropriate mix of assets.  
The combined approach can result in a low-cost, low-risk, 
efficient investment portfolio. 

Figure 1.  Average expense ratios of Canadian active and index mutual funds and ETFs

Source: Vanguard calculations using management expense ratios compiled from annual and semiannual MRFPs and/or financial statements by Morningstar, Inc. Data as of 31 December 2012.

Cost comparisons are for illustrative purposes only and are not meant to be all-inclusive. MER is expressed as an annual percentage of fund assets. It is composed of the base management fee plus 
certain operating expenses, such as administrative costs, plus applicable taxes. Different components contribute to the respective MER calculations for actively managed funds, index funds and 
ETFs. Transaction costs associated with the issue, exchange, sale and redemption of funds are not included. Trading, portfolio rebalancing, bid-ask spreads, optional costs and income taxes payable 
by any unit-holder, are also not included. There may be significant differences between the investments that are not discussed here including different objectives and risk factors.
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Figure 2. Indexing as a foundation
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Commissions, management fees and expenses all 
may be associated with the Vanguard ETFs. This 
offering is only made by prospectus. Copies are 
available from Vanguard Investments Canada Inc.  
at www.vanguardcanada.ca. Investment objectives, 
risks, fees, expenses, and other important information 
are contained in the prospectus; read it before 
investing. ETFs are not guaranteed, their values 
change frequently, and past performance may not  
be repeated. 

First Date of Publication: February 2013.

Vanguard ETFs are managed by Vanguard Investments Canada Inc., 
an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of The Vanguard Group, Inc. 
Vanguard ETFs are available across Canada.

Unlike mutual funds, ETFs are traded on Toronto Stock Exchange and 
investors must buy or sell Vanguard ETFs in the secondary market 
with the assistance of a registered investment dealer. When buying 
or selling an ETF, investors will pay or receive the current market price, 
which may be more or less than net asset value.

This material provides general information about ETF investing for 
educational purposes only. This content may not be suitable for all 
investors. Investor discretion and/or consultation with a financial 
advisor is advised. 

This publication is not a recommendation, an offer, or solicitation to 
buy or sell any ETFs or to adopt any particular investment strategy or 
portfolio strategy. 

The information is neither investment and/or tax advice, nor is it 
tailored to the needs or circumstances of any individual investor.

Information, figures, charts and graphs provided are subject to change 
without notice.

Vanguard Investments Canada Inc. does not guarantee the accuracy, 
completeness, timeliness or reliability of the information, figures, 
charts and graphs or any results from their use. 

Notes on risk: All investments, including those that seek to track 
indexes, are subject to risk, including the possible loss of principal. 
The performance of an index is not an exact representation of any 
particular investment, as you cannot invest directly in an index. 
Diversification or asset allocation does not ensure a profit or protect 
against a loss in a declining market. While Vanguard ETFs are 
designed to be as diversified as the original indexes they seek to  
track and can provide greater diversification than an individual 
investor may achieve independently, any given ETF may not be a 
diversified investment. Investing in ETFs involves risk, including the 
risk of error in tracking the underlying index. ETFs are subject to 
risks similar to those of stocks. ETFs that concentrate on a relatively 
narrow market sector face the risk of higher share-price volatility. 
Prices of mid- and small-cap stocks often fluctuate more than those 
of large-company stocks. Investments in exchange-traded bond funds 
are subject to interest rate, credit, and inflation risk. Because high-
yield bonds are considered speculative, investors should be prepared 
to assume a substantially greater level of credit risk than with other 
types of bonds. 




